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Abstract

This paper presents results from Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on the shear-induc
ranged alignment of cylindrical micelles in thin films. The surfactant is represented on a lattice and the shear flow is s
via incorporation of a shear-induced potential energy term within the acceptance criteria in the MC simulations. T
simulations are conducted on a coarse-grained, off-lattice surfactant while the shear flow is imposed in thin films b
confining walls in opposite directions. It is shown that the two methods lead to different steady state orientations of m
We also discuss several problematic issues concerned with incorporating shear or dynamics within MC schemes.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that surfactants and block copo
mers self-assemble and phase separate into a
ing array of microphases which may be spheric
cylindrical-, lamellar- or gyroid-shaped[1]. The coars-
ening process through which these microphases f
long-ranged order at equilibrium is generally ve
slow (e.g., consider thin films of block copolym
cylinders which coarsen with time (t) with a scaling
of t1/4 above their glass transition temperature[2]).
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A common ad-hoc strategy for speeding up the co
ening process as well as controlling the orientat
of the microdomains involves subjecting the mate
to a steady or oscillatory shear. Indeed, experime
have demonstrated that shear orients block copoly
lamellae either parallel or transverse to the shea
direction[3], and aligns micellar and block copolym
cylinders in the direction of shear[4]. Recent experi-
ments have shown that long-ranged alignment of bl
copolymer cylinders may also be attained in thin film
which has enormous potential applications in the lit
graphy and semiconductor industry[5]. Though spec-
ulations on the possible mechanisms of alignmen
lamellae and cylinders exist[3,4], detailed molecular
.
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level understanding is still lacking. Clearly, molecu
simulation approaches are called for in order to pr
the dynamics of the self-assembly process under sh

In this paper we present one such approach, nam
a “nonequilibrium” version of the lattice Monte Car
(MC) technique, and review some key results from
recent application to thin films of cylindrical micelle
[6]. Next, we show that the idea of incorporating sh
within MC, though potentially powerful, suffers from
a lack of theoretical rigor which results in incorre
structural and thermodynamic properties. Finally,
discuss some preliminary findings on the behavio
cylindrical micelles under shear via more conventio
molecular dynamics (MD) techniques.

2. Monte Carlo: Methodology, application and
critique

An equilibrium canonical Monte Carlo (MC) ap
proach involves conducting a random walk throu
phase space, where the probability of accepting
other state is given by min[1,exp(−�U0/kBT )],
where�U0 is the potential energy difference betwe
the two states. In our nonequilibrium MC (NEMC) a
proach, first proposed by Xu et al.[7], this acceptance
criteria is modified by incorporating within it an add
tional term associated with the drag force experien
by the surfactant due to the shear flow. For Cou
flow, the new acceptance probability becomes

(1)

Pacc= min

[
1,exp

(
−

(
�U0 − Γ

N∑
i=1

ȳi�xi

)
/kBT

)]

whereΓ is a parameter characterizing the magnitu
of shear,�xi is the displacement of surfactant beai
in the shear direction whilēyi is its average position in
the velocity gradient direction, andN is the total num-
ber of beads within the surfactant (see Refs.[6,7] for
more details). The above acceptance criteria hence
sures that the displacements of the surfactant is alw
biased in the flow direction.

In our previous study[6], the surfactant was mod
eled as a lattice surfactant on a cubic lattice. Thin fil
of cylinder-forming surfactants were simulated us
NEMC with the criteria equation(1) within impen-
etrable walls in one direction and periodic bound
.

-

conditions in the others. The main results from this
vestigation are as follows. In the case of a monolay
thick surfactant film, the micelles align parallel to t
shearing direction. The mechanism of this alignme
was shown to involve rotation and/or breakup of cyl
ders perpendicular to the shearing direction and t
subsequent growth in the direction of shear, wh
agrees well with that hypothesized earlier[4]. For
thicker films, the micelles adopted a finite tilt with r
spect to the shearing direction in the velocity–veloc
gradient plane. The tilt angle decreases with the
thickness, but clearly remains non-zero for the thi
nesses considered in the study.

Though the idea of incorporating shear with
a Monte Carlo framework sounds very appeali
it has several shortcomings which are discusse
some depth next. One immediately perceivable dr
back is that the “pseudo” potential energy associa
with shear (the second term inside the exponentia
Eq. (1)) is nonconservative due to its dependence
they coordinate of the molecule. This means that
energy change experienced by a molecule in go
from one position to another depends on the pat
traverses. A second drawback arises due to the
that our MC scheme samples from a distribution fu
tion which is essentially canonical superimposed w
the pseudopotential due to shear. As pointed ou
Evans et al.[8], such a distribution cannot be val
arbitrarily far from equilibrium as it represents a l
cal equilibrium distribution that has not relaxed to
true nonequilibrium state. The NEMC method hen
suffers from a lack of rigorous statistical mechani
basis, and one should expect differences between
thermodynamics/structure of fluids sheared with t
method and those sheared with the more rigorous n
equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) techniqu
Such a comparison between the two methods is
scribed below.

The model fluid is chosen to be liquidn-butane
at T = 300 K andρ = 0.6 g/cm3 modeled using the
united atoms approach with fully flexible internal d
grees of freedom. The NEMD simulations were co
ducted using the standard Sllod algorithm[9] with
Lees Edwards periodic boundary conditions (LE
BCs) [10]. The forcefield and the integration alg
rithm were followed from Ref.[11]. The temperature
was maintained constant with a Nosé–Hoover cha
thermostat[12] coupled to each individual molecu
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in the simulation box. In the case of NEMC sim
ulations, sampling was obtained via three types
moves on the molecules: isotropic translational d
placements, rotations about the center of masses
regrowth moves consisting of “cutting” and regro
ing molecules using the configurational bias meth
[13]. The relative frequency of the three moves w
taken to be equal to 0.82 : 0.179: 0.001, respectively
This particular mix of moves ensured that theratio of
the timescales corresponding to the translational
fusion, rotation, and average Gauche-Trans transit
remained roughly similar to that obtained from M
simulations at equivalent conditions. This then se
physical time of roughly 2.6 × 10−5 ps for one MC
step, consistent with the three types of molecular m
tions. The shear rate (γ̇ ), controlled via the paramete
Γ , was estimated by measuring the slope of the ve
ity profile at the center of the simulation box.

An issue that requires some attention concerns
boundary conditions employed in NEMC simulation
It was noticed that standard periodic boundary c
ditions (PBCs) gave rise to “boundary” effects at t
simulation box faces normal to the velocity gradie
(y-faces), which results in non-linear velocity profil
(seeFig. 1). This is evidently due to interaction be
tween oppositely flowing fluid layers at these boun
aries (due to action of PBCs) resulting in a reduct
of their streaming velocities. These undesired bou

Fig. 1. Velocity profiles at different shear rates from NEMC sim
lations with (top) and without (bottom) LEPBCs. Dashed lines
linear fits to the data within|y| < 7.5 Å.
ary effects may be minimized by employing LEPB
as is normally done in NEMD simulations. The corre
rate of displacement of the image boxes with resp
to the central simulation box in LEPBCs may be o
tained self-consistently by matching it to the shear r
in the interior of simulation box. We found that thoug
the incorporation of LEPBCs managed to substanti
decrease boundary effects (seeFig. 1), other adverse
effects crept into our simulations. For molecules po
tioned midway across they-faces, the LEPBCs tende
to pull apart the two portions of molecules on
ther sides resulting in abnormal bond length and
gle distributions. This was especially severe for la
shear rates and simulations where the regrowth m
(which help in relaxing the internal degrees of fre
dom of the molecules) were attempted infrequen
Increasing the frequency of regrowth moves resol
this problem but then resulted in a Trans-Gauche t
sition rate which was inconsistent with MD simul
tions. Due to these reasons, results from simulat
with LEPBCs are less meaningful than those wi
out it.

Fig. 2 compares the NEMC method against t
“benchmark” NEMD method in terms of the inte
molecular component of internal energy and press
and the orientational order parameter at different sh
rates. The intramolecular components of the ene
and pressure were found to be very sensitive to
choice of thermostat and were thus excluded. The
der parameterλ was obtained from the order tens
using standard approaches[14]. The figure clearly in-
dicates that the energy, pressure and structure of
ids sheared using the NEMC method do not ma
those obtained with the NEMD technique, these
viations being especially severe at large shear ra
The largest deviation seems to be in the orienta
order of molecules between the two types of simu
tions. This analysis thus confirms the drawbacks
using synthetic shear within an inherently static M
method.

3. Molecular dynamics: Preliminary results

Given the frailty of the NEMC method earlier use
by us to study the shear-induced alignment of mice
[6], we now revisit the micellar alignment problem
this time using an MD approach where the surfacta
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Fig. 2. Variation of the intermolecular part of the potential ene
and pressure, and the alignment order parameter versus shea
Solid lines represent NEMD results, while the solid (open) symb
represent NEMC results with (without) LEPBCs.

are modeled as in Ref.[15]. Briefly, our H4T4 surfac-
tant is a chain composed of coarse-grained head
and tail (T) beads, where the beads are held togethe
a finitely extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) sprin
All beads interact via the repulsive Weeks–Chandl
Anderson potential while the T-T interaction conta
an additional attractive tail to promote phase sep
tion. The spring constant and its maximum extens
and the range of the attractive tail were fixed to val
of 30ε/σ 2, 1.5σ and 1.5σ , respectively. At a tempera
ture ofkBT = 1, the attractive tail depthφ was chosen
to be equal to 1.6ε, large enough to lead to the fo
mation of well-formed micelles but small enough
prevent their crystallization. In the case of thin fil
simulations, the surfactants were enclosed within
pulsive atomic walls and sheared by sliding the wa
at constant speed in the opposite directions. The
simulations were performed using LEPBCs along w
a profile-unbiased Nosé–Hoover thermostat[11,16].

Fig. 3 summarizes some preliminary results o
tained from these simulations. For thin films co
posed of a monolayer of micelles (seeFig. 3(a)), it is
observed that the micelles orient perpendicular (o
other non-zero angles in some cases) with respe
the shearing direction above a certain shear rate w
they exhibit a “log-rolling” behavior, in contrast to ou
earlier NEMC results[6] where the micelles aligne
.

Fig. 3. Isometric view of the micelles after shearing them via mo
cular dynamics in thin films of different thicknesses (a–c), and
the bulk (d). The light grey regions correspond to the core of
micelles while the dark-grey represent the crosssection of mic
along the faces of the simulation box. The corona of micelles h
been omitted for clarity.

parallel to the shearing direction. The log-rolling b
havior, though observed in nematic molecules p
viously [17], has not been observed in micelles
now. A convincing explanation for such deviant b
havior is currently being formulated, which we b
lieve is related to the interactions between the slid
walls and the surfactant, since micelles within the
terior of thicker films (Fig. 3(b) and (c)) or in the
bulk (Fig. 3(d)) once again tend to align parallel to t
shearing direction. These observations in thick fil
and in the bulk are consistent with experiments[4] but
differ from our NEMC results where the micelles a
sume a finite tilt with respect to the shearing direct
within the velocity–velocity gradient plane. This b
havior was also observed in larger system sizes
shown). Clearly, a more thorough investigation of
effect of boundary conditions and thermostats on
behavior of surfactant/block copolymer micropha
(especially in monolayer-thick films) with molecul
dynamics is required.

4. Conclusions

This study focuses on molecular-level modeling
shear-induced alignment of surfactant/block copo
mer microphases using Monte Carlo and molecu
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dynamics approaches. It has been demonstrated
that even though the incorporation of shear via s
thetic means within Monte Carlo leads to correct qu
itative behavior of cylindrical micelles in thin films,
is not a reliable and theoretically rigorous approach
studying such problems. Instead, the nonequilibri
molecular dynamics method using profile-unbias
thermostats constitutes a more convincing and rig
ous approach to studying such shear-driven phen
ena. A few preliminary results from applying th
method to cylindrical micelles both in the bulk and
thin films have been presented in this study.
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